CAUSES OF DECLINING INTEREST OF STUDENTS TO EMPLOYMENT PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORTS
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Annotation. Purpose: analysis of the main causes of the declining interest of students to the systematic physical training and sports. Material: The study involved 448 students (150 boys, 298 girls) conducted a questionnaire survey. Level of motor activity of students was determined using pedometers. Results: It was found that the transition of students in special medical groups inevitably entail a significant reduction in motor activity (it is almost 2 times lower than that of students of the main group of health). Notes the negative trend of increasing the number of students of both sexes who consume alcoholic beverages. Marked decrease of free time students because of the need to work. Conclusions: It is suggested to use a system of specific forms of organization of work and methods of influence that meet humanistic principles "to encourage, rather than compel." The function of such methods of influence should be to achieve the restructuring of the motivational sphere of students, the adequacy of their purpose activity.
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Introduction
Recent time great number of specialists in field of physical education raise question about need in increase of students’ interest to physical culture and sports trainings [1, 3-7, 12-21]. As on to day program in discipline “Physical culture” for HEE envisages classes for 1st-3rd year students 2 times a week (2 academic hours every training). These classes shall be attended by all students, who have no medical counter indications, independent on the fact if they practice any kind of sports or physical culture in free time. However, analysis of physical culture academic records showed that about one third of students systematically miss planned trainings. With it, as it was cleared up as a result of questioning, 34.7% of respondents noted absence of interest to physical trainings as the main reason of their missing. It is undoubted that two training a week of 90 minutes duration can not replenish deficit of students’ motion functioning (MF), more over actually duration of some trainings often shortens. This shortening is caused by many objective reasons (moving to places of trainings, changing of cloth, fulfillment of sanitary-hygienic requirements after trainings and so on) and by some subjective reasons (unfavorable weather conditions, students’ delays caused by giving back of manuals, delays in cloak room, visiting of WC and other).

At the same time demand of young organism in motion is 14-19 thousand steps a day or 1, 3-1, 8 hours a day.

Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods of the research

The purpose of the work is to clear up the reasons of students’ interest to systematic practicing of physical culture and sports decay.

Achievement of our purpose was ensured by solution of the following tasks:
1. Theoretical analysis and generalization of problem of students’ motion functioning.
2. Study specific features of students’ motion functioning in condition of their studying and in everyday conditions.
3. Determine main reasons, facilitating weakening of students’ interest to systematic practicing of physical culture and sports.

In order to understand the reasons, facilitating interest’s weakening, in 2013-2014 teachers of physical education department of SRU “BelSU” conducted anonymous questioning of 1st-3rd year students of different specialties. In questioning 448 students participated: 150 boys and 208 girls.

Solution of tasks, determined by purpose of our research, conditioned selection of methods of the research: theoretical analysis and generalization of literature sources, questioning, talks, statistical methods.

Results of the research and discussion

Numerous researches [1, 2, 3, 5, 11], conducted in recent decade, witness that about 50% of students of Russian HEEs have health abnormalities. With every coming year increment of students, who, by their health condition, are allocated in special health groups (SHG), is registered, that is proved by our research (see fig.1). Quantity of students, for whom physical trainings are prohibited at all due to their health condition, significantly increased [1, 2, 8]. Actual scope of students’ MF does not ensure full fledged physical development.
We analyzed level of students’ from different health groups MF. We studied data of students’ step-metering (main health group, special health group and students, released from trainings). These data are given in fig.2.

Analysis of data witnesses that entering special health group and, more over, releasing from physical culture classes inevitably result in significant weakening of MF; with it in students, released from physical culture classes it is nearly 2 times lower than in main health group of students.

There appears certain contradiction: on the one hand MF is one of necessary components of healthy lifestyle; it is a mean of health improvement; on the other hand young people, who have deviations in health, have indicators, reduced 2 times, while they especially need in improvement of health.

Contradiction is also in the fact that reduction of MF, being a result of health’s weakening, simultaneously its reason. It is also proved by works of most of specialists [1, 10], as well as by our researches. For example quantity of students of Bielgorod HEIs, who additionally practice physical culture (in clubs or independently), reduces in proportion to increasing of students, who have health abnormalities of different heaviness (see fig.3).
Analysis of students’ answers to questions, which permit to assess their life style and determine factors, facilitating weakening of health, also cause trouble (see fig.4).

In spite of the fact that most of students declared their adherence to healthy life style we should note negative trend to increasing of quantity of students (boys and girls) who take alcohol (see fig.5).

With it self-assessment of MF by students witnesses that their MF is not sufficient. For example most of boys characterize own MF as “above middle” and most of girls – as “middle” (see fig. 6).
The research, conducted by us in a number of Bielgorod HEEs, showed that actual students’ MF is obviously lower than their self assessment. Harmful habits, reducing of MF and shortening of free time, connected with necessity to work, do not facilitate increase of interest to practicing of physical culture and sports.

Analysis of formation of students’ orientation on physical culture trainings permits to say that their orientation is, in the whole, poor. Among reasons of insufficient attention to own physical health, from 448 students 50% of boys and 54.5% of girls note absence of free time; indeed structure of free time to large extent influence on success of life targets’, interests’ and demands’ formation. At present deficit of free time negatively influences on relation of youth to physical culture and sports’ practicing, to taking them as desirable model of leisure.

It should be noted that 29% of girls and 4.5% of girls have practiced sports at all. Most of students do not practice physical culture besides compulsory classes, though by the data of questioning 28.5% of boys and 39% of girls point that just in their HEE there exist all conditions for physical culture and sports’ practicing, to taking them as desirable model of leisure.

In opinion of N.I. Ponomariov and V.M. Reisin [8] motives for physical culture practicing is the main condition of their effectiveness. Anonymous questioning of Bielgorod students showed that most of them have only one motive – to receive credit, less part of students want to improve health; however, percentage of wishing to improve health is increasing with every coming year. Thus, we can conclude that first, most of students do not understand significance of physical culture for their health and future professional and life progress and second, - for most of them (students who attend trainings and who miss them) content of these classes is not interesting (see fig. 7).

The question what interest students manifested to physical culture at school, different years’ students (boys and girls) was answered in somehow confusing way (see fig.8).
Fig. 8. Interest of SRW “BelSU” students to physical culture at school and at HEE

At the first sight interest to physical culture should be equal and do not change with age. However, analysis of answers showed that with every year of studying at HEE students’ interest to their physical classes at school increases. May be it is connected with some feeling of nostalgia, because it was interesting for them at school physical culture classes. Analysis of answers about interest to physical culture classes at HEE proves our assumption that with age both girls and boys loose interest to physical culture. For formation of positive emotions, increase of interest at physical culture trainings it is necessary: set clear, understood by students tasks; give, where it is necessary, scientific foundation of pedagogic and recommended methodic principles; avoid hackneyed patterns at classes, avoid monotony of used means; introduce novelty in exercises; use optimal loads and vary them; before new exercises give explanations to them; apply music (where it is possible) before exercises, in process of their fulfillment and in breaks between exercises as well as at the end of classes; consider commonality of trainees’ purpose; regulate relations of trainees; form subgroups depending on their condition.

Reduction of students’ MF is proved by comparison of results of answers to question about training in sport circles in school period and the, in period of study at HEE (see fig. 9). Girls stop practicing sports after school especially sharply. May be it is connected with deficit of free time, which they start to spend for preparation of home tasks, communication with new friends and so on.

Students’ answers about kinds of sports, which were practiced by them in school period or are practicing at present time permitted to determine the most popular MF kinds. Most of boys marked out outdoor games. Girls also practiced often outdoor games in school period, but in student’s life they start to pay attention to different aerobics.

Fig. 9. Attendance of sport circles by SRU “BelSU” students before entering HEE and at HEE

Students had different opinion in answers to question about changes in curriculum of “Physical culture” discipline. Most of students think it necessary to correct curriculum to some extent, the rest (minority) do not like any changes (see fig.10). In free time students can choose kinds of MF; different sport measures are organized for them at HEE sport sites. But, in spite of it, most of respondents answered that they do not participate in faculty’s sport life. At senior years of studying quantity of students, participating in sport measures decreases.
There is negative trend in students’ attitude possibility of physical culture classes at 4th and 5th years of studying. And if 1st year students have obvious desire to continue physical culture trainings at 4th and 5th years, the, already 2nd and 3rd year students manifest weakening of such interest. Girls show even less interest to continuation of regular physical culture classes at 4th and 5th years of studying. Even among 1st year girl students there is quite a few of such persons and further this quantity even became less.

It is obvious that intensification of students’ MF is impossible without formation of their sincere interest to physical culture practicing and without their conscious desire to practice physical exercises additionally. Analysis of answers to question what exactly kinds of physical exercises they would like to practice is given in figure 11.

Significant part of the questioned (about 40%) noted that they would like to practice interesting for them physical exercises additionally, out of academic time. Results of questioning are rather optimistic in the sense that they witness about presence of interest to MF and readiness to practice physical trainings of most of students. At the same time these results call for seeking of possibilities and ways of re-organization of physical education departments’ work so that students could practice interesting for them physical exercises and for which they would be ready to find spare time.

Conclusions:
Thus, demand in increasing of students’ MF is undoubted. Generalizing results of researches, conducted in Bielgorod HEEs we can conclude that MF is a necessary condition of students’ health and progress. With it with years
of studying students’ MF reduces that, in its turn, results in worsening of their health and academic progress. Quantity of MF depends, first of all, on presence (or absence) of additional physical culture trainings and secondly, on group of health, in which student practice physical culture. One of reason of students’ low MF is that physical culture trainings are not interesting for them and as a result about one third of students regularly miss them. Most of students do not loose interest to MF, but they would like to practice interesting for them physical exercises. The most interesting are aerobics, outdoor games, swimming. About 40% of students are ready to practice interesting for them physical exercises additionally.

Analysis of MF of SRU “BelSU” students showed that, on the one hand, it is necessary component of healthy life style, mean of health strengthening and, on the other hand, MF of young people with health abnormalities is lower nearly 2 times. This contradiction is amplified also by the fact that weakening of MF, being a result of health’s worsening, is simultaneously a reason of it. This conclusion is proved by conducted by us researches, which show that main health group’s students, who practice physical culture additionally, have the least percentage of morbidity. The second place is engaged by main group students, who attend only academic classes of physical culture. However, in spite of good indicators of educational functioning they have rather high percentage of catarhal diseases. It also witnesses about prevailing significance of health in successful mastering of HEE curriculum.

All above said witnesses about demand in serious measures on cultivation of students’ interest to different kinds of MF, on formation of personality’s orientation on physical culture practicing and, in the whole, formation of their motivation for healthy life style.

In modern situation it is important to re understand content, methods and techniques of personality’s orientation on the base of personality-active approach with pedagogic researches, analysis of subjective factors in the center. Especially troubling is absence of students’ positive motivation for practicing of physical culture and sports.

It should also be noted that physical culture classes will be more effective if students realize purposes of physical culture and personal value of such trainings. That is why it is necessary to seek such methods of physical culture classes’ organization, means of influence, which could more effectively ensure formation of positive personality’s orientation on physical culture trainings.

In this conditions application of only traditional methods and means of influence, which often are in discordance between each other and weakly consider individual-typological features of students, are insufficiently promising. It would be more purposeful to use such holistic system of specific forms of trainings’ organization and means of influence, which would meet humanistic principle “awakening instead of forcing” and, thus, increase interest of trainees to functioning, to which pedagogue orient them. Function of such means of influence shall ensure reconstruction of students’ motivation sphere, adequately accepted by them purpose of functioning, resulted in positive orientation on it.
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